Business Architecture
Combining proven methodologies with innovative tools, Insight-EA allows an organization to
build a holistic view of the enterprise across multiple dimensions so that strategic objectives can
better align with tactical demands. Insight-EA provides a comprehensive set of models and
visualizations that can quickly lead to targeted insights of the organization from a variety of real
world business-centric perspectives. Insight-EA allows you to visualize the business with a clarity
and focus that is simply not possible with traditional approaches.
FEATURED HIGHLIGHTS

Capability Mapping - Although Business Architecture
is by its nature multi-faceted, a generally agreed
starting point is a Business Capability Map. Leveraging
a simple drag-drop-link approach, Insight-EA
combines powerful user-configurable meta data with
flexible associations to give you all the tools you need
to build Business Capability Maps and other core
Business Architecture models quickly and easily.

Organization Mapping - Organization Maps allow
you to visually depict value exchanges between parts
of your Organization, Third Parties and Collaborative
Teams. When combined with other Insight-EA models
to create Cross-Maps, the Organization Mapping
capability can provide a powerful foundation for
analysis and communication, and are easily
consumable by both business and technical
audiences.

Process Modeling - Process Modelling continues to be
one of the most popular representations of how a
business works, but it is best used in conjunction with
the other Business Architecture tools and techniques
made available to Strategists, Business Architects and
Business Analysts in Insight-EA. As with all Insight-EA
models, export to Microsoft Visio, Word and PowerPoint
in addition to many other tools via our SVG interface

Maturity Modeling - Insight-EA allows you to visualize
the relative maturity of one or more objects of any
type against criteria that are important to your
organization.
Our Crowd Sourcing Surveys, help
gather all the information you need to make informed
maturity assessments. This insight also supports your
Portfolio Rationalization and Data Governance efforts.

BENEFITS
•
•
•

Easily extend current architecture efforts to include important business centric concepts such as capabilities,
value streams/processes, organizational units, risks, etc.
Align strategic business objectives with IT objectives and tactical demands
Create a common language to describe what your business does, how it gets done, and who does it so that
everyone is on the same page as strategic and tactical efforts unfold.

For more information visit : https://www.fios-insight.com/solutions/business-architecture/

